NBTevo type of locks / blocks.

Every day we receive the same questions, and we see that many people do not know and confuse various types of NBTevo locks.

Usually we see only 4 type of NBTevo lock:

1. Component protection, also known as CP. It can be removed with using special FSC 170. See our special document about that type of locking NBTevo.

2. Region change.

In case of car imports or imports HeadUnit from different country. (As example car from America is imported to Europe, and Navigation voice assistant not available in German language)

Second case - ECE Headunit from Europe imported to Asia and Alpine HU imported in EU (for example: Alpine HU can be imported in southeast asia or Japan in Australia).

In case of changing "COUNTRY" parameter just with fdl coding you can get fading to black screen after the Connected drive logo. That case also need region change.

3. VO coding lock occurs during coding with non compatible FA. **FA options should be compatible with EVO HW type.**

4. The additional case, when NBTevo ID4 is flashed to ID5. Coding parameter TELEMATIC_ECU does not allow to code HU with in "ATM" active state.

We want to clarify for all users all the important moments related to the activation or change of region for head units.

If you have any questions, we will be happy to answer them.